Phase-shifting profilometry for the robust 3-D shape measurement of moving objects.
Arbitrary two-dimensional (2-D) motion introduces coordinate errors and phase errors to three-dimensional (3-D) shape measurement of objects in phase-shifting profilometry (PSP). This paper presents a new robust 3-D reconstruction method for arbitrary 2-D moving objects by introducing an adaptive reference phase map and the motion estimation based on fence image. First, a composite fence image is used to track object motion. Second, to obtain the transformation matrixes and remove the coordinate errors among object images, the angle extraction technique and the 1-D hybrid phase correlation method (1-D HPCM) are integrated to automatically estimate the sub-pixel motion of objects. Third, the phase errors are compensated to obtain the rough absolute phase map of objects by combining the transformation matrixes with the reference phase map. Finally, the absolute phase map is refined to reconstruct the 3-D surfaces of moving objects with adaptive reference phase map. The proposed computational framework can accurately and automatically realize 3-D shape measurement of arbitrary objects with 2-D movement. The results of experiment verify the effectiveness of our computational framework.